Atlantis Cloud ERP solutions is a
Canada based ITEs company
headquartered
in
Toronto,
Canada
with
development
centers in Michigan, USA and
Pune, India. Atlantis Consulting
offers
powerful
software
solutions aimed specifically at
the manufacturing, distribution,
e- commerce, retail sectors and
Warehouses.
Established
in
1990 and is headquartered in
Toronto
Canada
with
development centers in India.
We specialize in ERP solutions
and offer cloud based and on
premise solutions catering to
the needs of every forward
thinking enterprise.
Atlantis has a strong customer
base
in
the
Indian
manufacturing industry with its
flagship
solution “worksware
Enterprise
Resource
Planning
(ERP)
system”.
worksware enterprise product
line
has
been
designed
specifically for businesses in
manufacturing,
sales
and
distribution. The system gives
an organization complete insight
to
the
sales,
production,
inventory and financial data and
makes it easy to identify the
opportunities for cost savings
and efficiency improvements.

Built on lean principles, Worksware is highly
scalable and has the ability to be your
organisation’s core business system. It is a
highly capable ERP solution that increases
productivity, profitability and efficiency.
It can fully support both simple and complex
manufacturing and distribution processes
without the need for extensive modifications.
The comprehensive system provides full
visibility of real-time data across the business
empowering people to make informed, timely
decisions.

Contact us:
sales@atlantisclouderp.com
www.atlantisclouperp.com

Atlantis India Pvt. Ltd.
Plot No.12, Madhuban Society, S.No.38/2, Karvenagar,
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About Atlantis Consulting

Worksware
ERP Suite
 Manufacturing
 Retail
 Infrastructure

ERP Modules

“It is very useful for our day to
day transactions.”
- Villas Mahale
VOSS Exotech Automotive

What can our ERP do for your
business?
If you are a manufacturing or distribution
organization, you are at the right place.
Manufacturing organizations of all sizes face the
challenge of increasing customer demand and
competition.
To
counter
this,
manufacturing
processes have to be more cost efficient and
productive.
Worksware ERP Suite is a completely integrated
solution which covers the complete business flow of
a manufacturing organization, which combines the
benefits of automation and business intelligence to
give complete control over factors that affect the
business and profits. It provides users with
functionality and decision making tools that go
beyond any ERP.
Implementing Worksware ERP Suite in your
organizations equips you with systems, tools and
processes vital for your growth and success.
We are different; we are committed to deliver you
tangible business benefits through our systems and
consulting. Sounds interesting? Talk to us to know
more.

KEY Differentiators
Our Enterprise Solutions impact the most critical
factors of your business to produce the desired bottom
line results.





Increase Productivity
Improve Quality
Enhance Delivery Performance
Reduce Costs

Our Promise
We at Atlantis are committed towards customer delight
through Innovative Business Solutions like ERP & CRM.
We market not only our ERP product but the
knowledge solution to help our customers’ business
grow, we develop and upgrade the innovative software
which keeps our customers competitive and we
implement the best practices of industry through our
ERP, CRM solutions.

Sales and Distribution

Entire order processing which converts
quotes to sales orders right through
printing invoices.

Maintain price lists, discount schemes and
sales commission management.

Generate dispatch plans and track order
status

Sales returns and complete receivables
management.
Manufacturing Planning and Management

Master production plan and sub assembly
planning.

Generate production schedules, manage
material and equipment capacity.

Run production feasibility checks.

Issue and track product level work orders
Inventory Management

Create and manage multiple virtual stores

Manage issue and receipt of goods

Stock transfer from one stores location to
another

Issue of items as per FIFO/ batch no. wise

Maintain safety stock levels

Tracking of Item Stock
Purchase Management

Define inventory levels

Generate procurement plan based on
forecasted requirements and BOM
explosion.

Create purchase plans and orders from
planned orders

Follow up and track progress

Maintain vendor information and
evaluation details
Financial and cost accounting

Accounting for multiple companies
culminating into final financial statements

Create budgets

Customized balance sheet views drilled
down to transaction account

Periodic Expenses and Incomes

Cash flow forecasting based on orders
received and issued.
Time office & Payroll

Employee information, Attendance Muster

Payroll calculations

Pay slip & Pay sheet generation

Monthly, Quarterly and Annual reports

